
 

THE GOLDEN WAY 
 

SHARING IS CARING  

 

 

NO ONE IS TAKEN FOR GRANTED IN LIFE 

HAPPILY EVER AFTER IN LIFE 

 

 

 

 

   

 

BEST TO READ  

THE WORDS AND PAGES IN ORDER WRITTEN 

 

 

 



 

THE PATH 

 

There are different ways in which people unknowingly control each other…to be aware and enlightened… 

 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom… 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… 

Love: True and selfless… 

 

 



 

GO ! LIVE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL  

There are different ways in which people unknowingly control each other. Situation based to be aware & enlightened… 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… (Respect others religions, culture and beliefs, and naturally, let the emotions flow.) 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… (Be genuine and 

yourself in all circumstances whether in being nice, helping or helped.) 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… (Work to earn and save your own money.) 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… (Appreciate the beauty of 

interdependence.) 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… (Learn the lesson and enjoy the human 

experience.) 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… (Preserve your own happiness, and acknowledge 

another’s happiness in life.) 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… (Mention your intentions, keep to your word or state when you cannot do so. Be Truthful.) 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… (Faith in God and believe in 

yours and another’s good intentions.) 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… (Key is to feel good yourself.) 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom…(Value & Respect oneself and another’s, Boundaries & Goals in Life.) 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… (Be aware of your 

thinking and actions.) 

Love: True and selfless… (THE PATH: Be true to yourself and appreciate another’s uniqueness.) 

 FREEDOM TO COLLABORATIVE THINKING. 



 

GO ! LIVE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL  

There are different ways in which people unknowingly control each other. Situation based to be aware & enlightened. 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… (Respect others religions, culture and beliefs, and naturally, let the emotions flow.) 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… (Be genuine and 

yourself in all circumstances whether in being nice, helping or helped.) 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… (Work to earn and save your own money.) 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… (Appreciate the beauty of 

interdependence.) 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… (Learn the lesson and enjoy the human 

experience.) 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… (Preserve your own happiness, and acknowledge 

another’s happiness in life.) 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… (Mention your intentions, keep to your word or state when you cannot do so. Be Truthful.) 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… (Faith in God and believe in self.) 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… (Key is to feel good yourself.) 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom…(Value & Respect oneself and another’s, Boundaries & Goals in Life.) 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… (Be aware of your 

thinking and actions.) 

Love: True and selfless… (THE PATH: Be true to yourself and appreciate another’s uniqueness.) 

 FREEDOM TO COLLABORATIVE THINKING. 



 

GO ! LIVE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL  

There are different ways in which people unknowingly control each other. Being enlightened… 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… (Respect others religions, culture and beliefs, and naturally, let the emotions flow.) 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… (Be genuine and 

yourself in all circumstances whether in being nice, helping or helped.) 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… (Work to earn and save your own money.) 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… (Appreciate the beauty of 

interdependence.) 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… (Learn the lesson and enjoy the human 

experience.) 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… (Preserve your own happiness, and acknowledge 

another’s happiness in life.) 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… (Mention your intentions, keep to your word or state when you cannot do so. Be Truthful.) 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… (Faith in God and believe in self.) 

We are ONE. 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… (Key is to feel good yourself.) 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom…(Value & Respect oneself and another’s, Boundaries & Goals in Life.) 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… (Be aware of your 

thinking and actions.) 

Love: True and selfless… (THE PATH: Be true to yourself and appreciate another’s uniqueness.) 

 FREEDOM TO COLLABORATIVE THINKING. 



 

GO ! LIVE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL  

Enlightened… 

Be limitless…Be free. 

FREEDOM TO COLLABORATIVE THINKING. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GO SENTINEL BEING 
 

LIVE THE FULL POTENTIAL  

 

 

A Giant Leap of EVOLUTION 

TIME is NOW to be Limitless and Free  

TO EVOLVE THE TRUTH IN YOUR BELIEFS 2 THINK FREE. 

 

FREE TO COLLABORATIVELY THINK. 

 

THIS IS THE TRUTH OF LIFE.  

 

 REVOLUTION  

OF 

EVOLUTION   

 



THE RESOLUTION 

Different ways I WILL CONTROL MYSELF for Fate to collaborate with Free will of Thought and Action. 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… (Respect others religions, culture and beliefs, and naturally, let the emotions flow.) I believe 

in maturely displaying my emotions, respecting cultures and believing GOD is one in all religions. 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… (Be genuine and 

yourself in all circumstances whether in being nice, helping or helped.) I believe in being Genuine. 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… (Work to earn and save your own money.) I believe in working, valuing & 

respecting myself, and to value money to help myself and other non-living & living entities in life. 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… (Appreciate the beauty of 

interdependence.) I believe I will be interdependent in my interaction with other human beings. 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… (Learn the lesson and enjoy the human 

experience.) I believe to enjoy my sexual and human nature in living life. 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… (Preserve your own happiness, and acknowledge 

another’s happiness in life.) I believe I will be happy in life. 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… (Mention your intentions, keep to your word or state when you cannot do so. Be Truthful.) I 

believe I have hope for my future. 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… (Faith in God and believe in self.) 

We are ONE. I believe I will feel & process my feelings in a healthy way to feel good and LEAD my life. 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… (Key is to feel good yourself.) I believe in developing my intuition. 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom…(Value & Respect oneself and another’s, Boundaries & Goals in Life.) I believe I 

will equally value & respect my boundaries & goals in life and other human beings boundaries & goals in life. 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… (Be aware of your 

thinking and actions.) I believe I will think positive thoughts and act & behave responsibly in life. 

Love: True and selfless… (THE PATH: Be true to yourself and appreciate another’s uniqueness.) I BELIEVE I WILL 

PASSIONATELY LIVE MY LIFE. 

BELIEF IN MY MIND-HEART-BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT TO THINK FOR THE RESOLUTION                                                                 

OF LOVING THOUGHTS, WORDS AND ACTIONS IN THE FLOW 



THE RESOLUTION 

Different ways I WILL CHANGE MYSELF for Fate to collaborate with Free will of Thought and Action. 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… (Respect others religions, culture and beliefs, and naturally, let the emotions flow.) I believe 

in maturely displaying my emotions, respecting cultures and believing GOD is one in all religions. 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… (Be genuine and 

yourself in all circumstances whether in being nice, helping or helped.) I believe in being Genuine. 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… (Work to earn and save your own money.) I believe in working, valuing & 

respecting myself, and to value money to help myself and other non-living & living entities in life. 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… (Appreciate the beauty of 

interdependence.) I believe I will be interdependent in my interaction with other human beings. 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… (Learn the lesson and enjoy the human 

experience.) I believe to enjoy my sexual and human nature in living life. 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… (Preserve your own happiness, and acknowledge 

another’s happiness in life.) I believe I will be happy in life. 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… (Mention your intentions, keep to your word or state when you cannot do so. Be Truthful.) I 

believe I have hope for my future. 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… (Faith in God and believe in self.) 

We are ONE. I believe I will feel & process my feelings in a healthy way to feel good and LEAD my life. 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… (Key is to feel good yourself.) I believe in developing my intuition. 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom…(Value & Respect oneself and another’s, Boundaries & Goals in Life.) I believe I 

will equally value & respect my boundaries & goals in life and other human beings boundaries & goals in life. 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… (Be aware of your 

thinking and actions.) I believe I will think positive thoughts and act & behave responsibly in life. 

Love: True and selfless… (THE PATH: Be true to yourself and appreciate another’s uniqueness.) I BELIEVE I WILL 

PASSIONATELY LIVE MY LIFE. 

BELIEF IN MY MIND-HEART-BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT TO THINK FOR THE RESOLUTION                                                                 

OF LOVING THOUGHTS, WORDS AND ACTIONS IN THE FLOW OF LIFE 



THE RESOLUTION 

Different ways I WILL ACCEPT MYSELF for Fate to collaborate with Free will of Thought and Action. 

“Emotions & Religion” Crucial to understand your emotions…the way: first accept you have the emotion, see what the 

situation it will bring after you follow through with the emotion and will it make you happy in the future with your action, 

then let the feeling guide you… (Respect others religions, culture and beliefs, and naturally, let the emotions flow.) I believe 

in maturely displaying my emotions, respecting cultures and believing GOD is one in all religions. 

Being “extra nice or too helpful” thereby, not genuine. These are ways in which people hope they can have others do their 

bidding but you should always know you have the ability and right to say No…as it’s just another form of mental game…So, 

to thank for the help but know you need none as you have been created able enough to help yourself… (Be genuine and 

yourself in all circumstances whether in being nice, helping or helped.) I believe in being Genuine. 

 “Money” so they feel they have influence and authority over you…Never the greed for it…Enjoy the simple things in 

life…and money will come at the appropriate time to let you enjoy it to the fullest…Give & share and it will come to you in 

abundance…as it likes to be loved too… (Work to earn and save your own money.) I believe in working, valuing & 

respecting myself, and to value money to help myself and other non-living & living entities in life. 

“Dependency” so as to give you everything you need and keep others dependent…Thereby, instilling the fear that if they 

leave you, you shall be helpless…You should know you are capable of being independent… (Appreciate the beauty of 

interdependence.) I believe I will be interdependent in my interaction with other human beings. 

“Physically” in any form, forceful with chains & pains or sexual with pleasure so as to capture your body so you will be in 

their servitude…This is difficult to break but if the will is strong & not given, then chains & pains have no might…while the 

lust should never be allowed to be an addiction but only a way to bond in love… (Learn the lesson and enjoy the human 

experience.) I believe to enjoy my sexual and human nature in living life. 

“Happiness” of yours in the hands of others and giving another the feeling they can take away your happiness…A true free 

spirit knows that their happiness lies in them and cannot be taken away… (Preserve your own happiness, and acknowledge 

another’s happiness in life.) I believe I will be happy in life. 

“Promises & lies” to keep people to do things for them by giving them hope in their future…So promises shouldn’t be asked 

for or neither given…Past is an experience to remember, Future is a lesson to be learnt while only NOW exist… Actions 

speak louder than words… (Mention your intentions, keep to your word or state when you cannot do so. Be Truthful.) I 

believe I have hope for my future. 

“Saying they are speaking the word of God”…Listen inside you and follow your feelings… (Faith in God and believe in self.) 

We are ONE. I believe I will feel & process my feelings in a healthy way to feel good and LEAD my life. 

“Making you feeling good” people can make each other feel nice by jokes and repartee. See the intent of the man/woman if 

he/she is using it to play on the feelings of a girl/boy or fun loving. Thereby, it’s essential a woman/man listens to her/his 

intuition… (Key is to feel good yourself.) I believe in developing my intuition. 

“Love” for one’s own benefit or not letting the other person grow to their full potential…Love’s true existence is when it lays 

down no control but gives you freedom…(Value & Respect oneself and another’s, Boundaries & Goals in Life.) I believe I 

will equally value & respect my boundaries & goals in life and other human beings boundaries & goals in life. 

 Finally, everything is in your hands as no one can control or manipulate you without your consent… (Be aware of your 

thinking and actions.) I believe I will think positive thoughts and act & behave responsibly in life. 

Love: True and selfless… (THE PATH: Be true to yourself and appreciate another’s uniqueness.) I BELIEVE I WILL 

PASSIONATELY LIVE MY LIFE. BELIEF IN MY MIND-HEART-BODY-SOUL-SPIRIT TO THINK FOR THE 

RESOLUTION OF LOVING THOUGHTS, WORDS AND ACTIONS IN THE FLOW OF LIFE.                                    

I BELIEVE I HAVE SELF CONTROL TO LIVE MY LIFE WITH RESPONSIBILITY. 



MARRIAGE 

OF  

A MAN AND A WOMAN 
 

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE 

 

 

LIVE LIFE TOGETHER FOREVER AND ALWAYS 

COMPATIBLE SOULS 

 

FREEDOM IN THOUGHT TO CHOOSE EACH OTHER  

 

FOR A COLLABORATIVE LIFE IN ONE DIRECTION 

 

 SIGNATURES 

MAN                                                 WOMAN 

 

 



 

THE GOLDEN ERA 
 

PACT 

 

 

BETTER WORLD AND BETTER LIFE 

FOR THE HUMAN RACE 

 

500 YEARS OF PEACE AND HAPPINESS  

 

CONSTRUCTIVE EMOTIONAL ENERGIES IN MY COUNTRY 

 

 SIGNATURE 

                 

 

 

 

 



HAPPINESS CLAUSE 
 

PRIOR TO BREAKING MARRIAGE OR PACT 

 

GIVE REASON FOR UNHAPPINESS 

3 MONTHS LATER REVIEW  

Signature 

 

 

9 MONTHS LATER CHOICE 

BREAK OR RECONCILE IN MARRIAGE OR PACT 

Signature 

 

 

1. BREAK: Next one year decide how to divide property and 

resources after marriage or without other countries. 

 

2. RECONCILE: a) Sign with the Supreme Court to not break this 

marriage or use this clause for the next ten years.                            

b) The country leader signs in the United Nations office to not 

break this pact or use this clause for the next hundred years. 

 

          LIVE IN PEACE AND HAPPINESS IN LIFE.  


